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Abstract
The determination of low-energy cross sections and branching ratios of
the K− multi-nucleon absorption processes in Λp and Σ0p final states per-
formed by the AMADEUS collaboration is presented. Low momentum K−
(pK ' 127 MeV/c) produced at the DAΦNE collider are impinged on a
Carbon target within the KLOE detector and the two and three nucleon ab-
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sorption processes are disentangled by comparing the experimental data to
phenomenological calculations. The Λp spectra are interpreted in terms of
K− multi-nucleon absorption processes; the possible contribution of a K−pp
bound state is demonstrated to overlap with the two nucleon capture process,
its absolute yield thus resulting indistinguishable.
Key words: strong interaction, strangeness nuclear physics,
antikaon-nucleon interaction
1. Introduction
The experimental investigation of the low-energy K¯N interaction is crucial
for the understanding of the non-perturbative QCD in the strangeness sector.
The anti-kaons dynamics in-medium appears to be strongly model dependent,
thus needing to be constrained by experiments. In particular, the depth of
the K¯ -nucleon/nucleus optical potential has strong impact on fundamental
issues, such as the partial chiral symmetry restoration with the increasing
baryon density and the behaviour of kaons in cold dense nuclear matter
[1, 2, 3].
Chiral perturbation theory, which is well known in the pion-nucleon case,
cannot be applied to the low-energy strangeness QCD sector due to the
existence of two resonances just below the K¯N threshold (i.e. the isospin I=0
Λ(1405) and the I=1 Σ(1385)). Phenomenological potential models predict a
strongly attractive K¯N interaction in the sub-threshold region, describing the
Λ(1405) as a K¯N bound state, which implies the existence of deeply bound
kaonic nuclear states [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. On the other hand, in the context of
the chiral unitary SU(3) dynamics, the Λ(1405) emerges as a superposition
of two states (whose relative contributions are not yet known), leading to
a weaker K¯N interaction and to less tightly bound kaonic nuclear states
[10, 11, 12, 13, 14].
From the experimental point of view the K¯ - nucleon/nucleus interaction
has been studied by means of scattering experiments [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24], kaonic atoms [25, 26, 27, 28], measurements of kaon-nuclei
absorption [29, 30, 31, 32] and search for bound kaonic states, confirming the
K¯N interaction to be attractive.
The experimental search for kaonic bound states is controversial [33, 34,
35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. One of the main uncertainties when producing
the bound states in K− induced reactions is represented by the lack of data
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concerning the K− multi-nucleon absorption processes which overlap with
the bound states over a broad region of the phase spaces [35, 42, 43, 40].
On the theoretical side, the role of the K− multi-nucleon absorption has
been recently demonstrated to be fundamental in the determination of the
K−-nucleus optical potential. A phenomenological K− multi-nucleon absorp-
tion term, constrained by global absorption bubble chamber data, was added
to the K− single-nucleon potential, in order to achieve good fits to K− atoms
data along the periodic table [44, 45]. An improvement in the results of the
theoretical model can be obtained by characterising the absorption processes
disentangling the two, three and four nucleon absorptions (2NA, 3NA and
4NA), which is one of the main results of this work.
On the experimental side, a comprehensive understanding of the K−
multi-nucleon capture processes is far from being achieved: bubble chamber
experiments provided only global K− multi-nucleon branching ratios (BR)
[29, 30, 31, 32]; few BRs for the K− 2NA and 3NA have been extracted
within modern spectroscopic experiments [40, 46] and only 3NA cross sec-
tions for K− momenta of 1 GeV/c are reported in Ref. [41]. The small
(∼1%) 2NA BR on deuteron compared to heavier nuclei led Wilkinson [47]
to suggest a strong nuclear correlation among alpha particle-type objects at
nuclear surfaces. The multi-nucleon captures involve high momentum trans-
fer and are then ideal to test the NN (or 3N, 4N) functions at short distances.
This idea should be tested again using new data and a better understanding
of nuclear theories.
Furthermore, the in-medium K¯ properties are also investigated in heavy-
ion and proton-nuclei collisions. The modification of the in-medium K−
mass at various densities is extrapolated from the measured K− production
yield. The data are interpreted by means of transport models and collision
calculations for which precise measurements of the low-energy K− multi-
nucleon cross sections are mandatory (see Ref. [48] for a complete review on
this item).
This study aims to perform the first comprehensive measurement of the
K− 2NA, 3NA and 4NA BRs and cross sections for low-momenta kaons in
Λp and Σ0p final states. The contribution of the possible K−pp bound state
is also critically investigated. The K− multi-nucleon absorptions are investi-
gated by exploiting the hadronic interactions of negative kaons absorbed in
12C nuclei, the main component of the Drift Chamber (DC) inner wall of the
KLOE detector [49] at the DAΦNE collider [50]. The correlated production
of a Λ and a proton in the final state of the K−12C capture is studied.
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2. Experimental setup
DAΦNE [50] (Double Annular Φ-factory for Nice Experiments) is a double
ring e+ e− collider, designed to work at the centre of mass energy of the φ
particle. The φ mesons decaying nearly at-rest produce charged kaons with
BR(K+ K−) = (48.9± 0.5)% at low momentum (∼ 127 MeV/c), ideal either
to study reactions of stopped kaons, or to explore the products of the low-
energy nuclear absorptions of K−. The back-to-back topology of the emitted
K−K+ pairs allows to tag the K− through the detection of a K+ in the
opposite direction, if the K− track is not identified.
The KLOE detector [49] is centred around the interaction point of DAΦNE.
KLOE is characterised by a ∼ 4pi geometry and an acceptance of ∼ 98%; it
consists of a large cylindrical Drift Chamber (DC) [51] and a fine sampling
lead-scintillating fibres calorimeter [52], all immersed in an axial magnetic
field of 0.52 T provided by a superconducting solenoid. The DC has an inner
radius of 0.25 m, an outer radius of 2 m and a length of 3.3 m. The DC
inner wall composition is 750 µm of Carbon fibre and 150 µm of Aluminium
foil. The KLOE DC is filled with a mixture of Helium and Isobutane (90% in
volume 4He and 10% C4H10). The chamber is characterised by excellent po-
sition and momentum resolutions: tracks are reconstructed with a resolution
in the transverse R−φ plane σRφ ∼ 200µm and a resolution along the z-axis
σz ∼ 2 mm, while the transverse momentum resolution for low-momentum
tracks ((50 < p < 300)MeV/c) is
σpT
pT
∼ 0.4%.
The KLOE calorimeter is composed of a cylindrical barrel and two end-
caps, providing a solid angle coverage of 98%. The volume ratio (lead/fibres/glue
= 42:48:10) is optimised for a high light yield and a high efficiency for photons
in the range (20-300) MeV/c. The photon detection efficiency is 99% for ener-
gies larger than 80 MeV and it falls to 80% at 20 MeV due to the cutoff intro-
duced by the readout threshold. The position of the clusters along the fibres
can be obtained with a resolution σ‖ ∼ 1.4 cm/
√
E(GeV). The resolution in
the orthogonal direction is σ⊥ ∼ 1.3 cm. The energy and time resolutions for
photon clusters are given by σE
Eγ
= 0.057√
Eγ(GeV)
and σt =
57 ps√
Eγ(GeV)
⊕ 100 ps.
An integrated luminosity of 1.74 fb−1 collected by the KLOE collabora-
tion in the 2004/2005 data campaign was analysed. The inner wall of the
KLOE DC is used as target. Dedicated GEANT Monte Carlo (MC) simu-
lations of the KLOE apparatus (GEANFI [53]) were performed to estimate
the percentages of K− absorptions in the materials of the DC inner wall (the
K− absorption physics is treated by the GEISHA package). Out of the to-
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tal fraction of captured kaons, about 81% is absorbed in the Carbon fibre
component and the residual 19% in the Aluminium foil. Motivated by the
larger amount of K− captures in the Carbon fibre component and due to the
similarity of the kinematic distributions for K− absorptions in 12C and 27Al,
not distinguishable within the experimental resolution, a pure Carbon target
was considered in the analysis.
The analysed data include both K− captures at-rest and in-flight. In the
first case the negatively charged kaon is slowed down in the materials of the
detector and consequently absorbed in a highly excited atomic orbit, from
which it cascades down till it is absorbed by the nucleus through the strong
interaction. In the latter case the kaon penetrates the electronic cloud and
interacts with the nucleus with an average momentum of about 100 MeV/c.
3. Λp events selection
The starting point of the analysis of K− absorption processes is the identi-
fication of a Λ(1116) hyperon through its decay into a proton and a negatively
charged pion (BR = (63.9 ± 0.5) % [54]).
The proton and pion tracks are identified using the dE/dx information
measured in the DC wires, together with the energy information provided
by the calorimeter. For each pion and proton candidate a minimum track
length of 30 cm is required. Additionally, the proton candidate must have
a momentum higher than p > 170 MeV/c in order to minimise the pion
contamination in the proton sample and to improve the efficiency of the
particle identification. A common vertex is searched for all the ppi− pairs.
The reconstructed invariant mass mppi− shows a mean value of (1115.753 ±
0.002) MeV/c2 and a resolution of σ = 0.5 MeV/c2. For the next analysis
steps, the following cut is applied on the ppi− invariant mass: (1112 < mppi− <
1118) MeV/c2.
After the Λ decay vertex selection, the K− hadronic interaction vertex is
reconstructed. To this end events with an additional proton track are selected
by applying the same cuts as for the protons associated to the Λ decay. We
will refer to the additional proton as “primary proton”, to stress that this
proton and the Λ are the primary products of the K− hadronic absorption.
The vertex position is determined by backward extrapolation of the Λ path
and the primary proton track with a resolution of 0.12 cm. At the point of
closest approach, a distance smaller than 5 cm is required. Particles momenta
are corrected for energy loss.
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The distribution of the Λp (hadronic) vertices along the radial direction
(ρΛp), orthogonal with respect to the DAΦNE beam pipe, is used to select the
K− absorptions occurring in the DC inner wall. The geometrical cut ρΛp =
(25.0± 1.2) cm was chosen to minimise the contamination from interactions
with the gas of the DC [55].
The goal of this analysis is to extract the branching ratios and the low-
energy cross sections for the K− absorptions on two, three and four nucleons
(2NA, 3NA and 4NA, respectively), which are non-pionic processes:
K−(NN)→ YN (2NA) , (1)
K−(NNN)→ Y“NN” (3NA) , (2)
K−(NNNN)→ Y“NNN” (4NA) , (3)
where (NN), (NNN) and (NNNN) are bound nucleons in the target nucleus,
Y is the hyperon, “NN” and “NNN” represent the final state nucleons which
can be bound or unbound. The main background source is represented by
the pionic K− single nucleon absorption processes:
K−(N)→ Ypi (1NA) , (4)
that always lead to the production of a hyperon and a pion in the final
state and whose global BR in 12C is found to be about 80 % in emulsion
experiments [32].
In the sample of the reconstructed Λp events an additional pi− or pi+
correlated with the Λp pair at the hadronic vertex, representing the signature
of the K− absorption on a single nucleon, is found in 16.3% and 6.1% of
the total events, respectively. In these cases the proton which is found to
be correlated with the Λ production does not originate in the primary K−
hadronic absorption; it results from final state interaction (FSI) processes
with fragmentation of the residual nucleus. Such events contribute to the
lower region of the Λp invariant mass distribution and are characterised by
low-momenta protons, as can be seen in Fig. 1. Since these protons originate
from the residual nucleus fragmentation, most of them are Fermi sea nucleons
(the Fermi momentum distribution in 12C is centred around 220 MeV/c),
where the momentum distribution is partly distorted by the FSI processes.
As it will be shown at the end of this Section, the contribution of the
K− single nucleon absorptions to the selected Λp sample is strongly reduced
when the measurement of the mass of both selected protons, by using the
6
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Figure 1: Λp invariant mass (top) and proton momentum (bottom) distributions are shown
for the whole Λp data sample (blue) together with the Λppi− subsample events (red). The
red distribution is multiplied by a factor 4 for a more clear comparison.
time of flight (TOF) information, is required, allowing to isolate an almost
pure sample of multi-nucleon K− captures. The mass distributions of the
two protons are shown in Fig. 2. A Gaussian fit of the peaks (neglecting the
energy loss tails) is performed and the cut mp = (µp ± 5σ) is applied for the
selection of the final protons samples (µp and σ represent the mean value
and the standard deviation obtained from the fit and are reported in Fig. 2).
The mean values of the two mass distributions are smaller than the nominal
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Figure 2: Mass of the proton from the Λ decay (top) and the primary proton mass (bottom)
measured by TOF. The red dashed lines represent the applied cut.
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mass of the proton as a consequence of energy loss effect. Such effect is more
pronounced for the primary protons since they are produced in the DC inner
wall, while most of the Λs decay within the DC volume.
In order to measure the mass of the protons by TOF both protons must
have an associated cluster in the calorimeter. Since the energy thresh-
old of the KLOE calorimeter corresponds to a proton momentum of about
240 MeV/c, larger than the Fermi momentum in 12C, the contamination of
pionic processes is reduced to 2 % in the final Λp sample. The contribution of
single nucleon absorption processes will not be considered in the fit, but will
be taken into account into the systematic errors. The comparison between
the Λp invariant mass and proton momentum distributions of the Λppi− and
the total Λp sample, after the selection of the protons by using the TOF is
shown in Fig. 3.
3 % of the events belonging to the lower region of the proton momentum
distribution (pp < 270 MeV/c) were removed in order to avoid biases due to
the calorimeter threshold for low energy protons.
In order to extract the BRs and the cross sections of the K− multi-nucleon
absorption processes, the final event selection has been performed also re-
quiring the tagging of the K− through the detection of a K+ in the opposite
hemisphere of the KLOE detector.
The final number of reconstructed Λp events is 4543, which was then
analysed.
4. Monte Carlo simulations
The processes which contribute to Λp production in the final state of K−
absorptions in 12C are simulated with the aim to fit the measured distribu-
tions in order to extract the corresponding BRs and cross sections. Beside
the direct Λ production in the final state, also the primary Σ0 production
followed by the Σ0 → Λγ electromagnetic decay is to be accounted for.
The 2NA, 3NA and 4NA processes reported in Eqs. (1-3) are simulated
in both the Λp and Σ0p channels. For the 2NA two contributions can be dis-
tinguished: 1) the quasi-free (QF) production of the Λ(Σ0)p pairs, without
FSIs with the residual nucleus; 2) the primary Λ(Σ0)N production followed
by elastic FSIs (in this case only single collisions of the hyperon or the nu-
cleon with the residual nucleus are accounted for). Furthermore the inelastic
ΣN→ ΛN′ scattering reactions with the Fermi sea residual nucleons remain-
ing after the primary interaction are also considered leading to the conversion
9
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Figure 3: Λp invariant mass (top) and proton momentum (bottom) distributions after the
selection of the protons from the mass by TOF are shown for the whole Λp data sample
(blue) together with the Λppi− subsample events (red). The red distribution is multiplied
by a factor 4 for a more clear comparison.
of the Σs into Λ hyperons.
In case of 2NA-QF processes
K− + 12C→ K− + (pp) +10 Be→ Λ(Σ0) + p +10 Be ,
the possibility for the residual 10Be nucleus to be left in an excited state
configuration is analysed. This leads to the 10Be fragmentation essentially
reflected in a slight lowering of the Λp invariant mass.
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The relative amplitudes of all the mentioned processes are free parameters
of the global fit.
The kinematics of each process, defined by the hyperon Y (Λ or Σ0) and
the proton vector momenta (pY,pp) are generated by sampling the total
hyperon-proton momentum (pYp) distribution P (pYp), applying energy and
momentum conservation.
The (pY,pp) pair represents the input for the GEANFI digitisation fol-
lowed by the event reconstruction. The momentum distributions are ob-
tained following the phenomenological K− absorption model described in
Refs. [56, 57]:
P (pYp)dpYp = |T(mYp)|2 · |F(pYp)|2 · dρ , (5)
the (unknown) energy dependence of the K− multi-nucleon absorption transi-
tion amplitudes (T(mYp)) is neglected, T(mYp) is then assumed uniform, the
value has to be determined experimentally from the fit. F(pYp) is the form-
factor containing “all” the nuclear physics, defined as in Ref. [56] replacing
the single proton wave function with the two, three and four nucleons wave
function for the 2NA, 3NA and 4NA processes, respectively. dρ is the phase
space element and includes also the recoil of the residual nucleus. Gaussian
wave functions are used for nucleons bound in the 12C nucleus to calculate
F(pYp), according to Refs. [58, 59]. The wave function of the K
− depends on
the absorption process. For the at-rest K− capture the kaons are assumed to
be absorbed from the 2p atomic level in 12C according to [42]; in this work
the dependence of the Λp invariant mass shape from the assumed atomic an-
gular momentum state (3d or 2p) is found to be negligible. For the in-flight
K− capture the wave function adopted in Ref. [57] is used.
In the simulations the same amount of K− captures at-rest and in-flight
is considered, based on Ref. [60]; in this work the direct Λpi− production
following K− absorptions on neutrons is investigated considering the separate
contributions of K− at-rest and in-flight captures, which are found to equally
contribute (within the experimental errors) to the final measured sample. In
the present work, the error introduced by this assumption was included as a
contribution to the systematic errors. The modulus of the K− momentum,
used to simulate the in-flight captures, is sampled according to the measured
momentum distribution at the last point of the K− track when the hadronic
absorption occurs and a Λ is detected, according to the selection described
in Section 2.
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5. Fit of the data
The function used in the fit to model the measured kinematic distributions
is taken as a linear combination of the MC components for the contribut-
ing processes previously described in Section 4, and assumes the following
expression:
F q(qn) =
Npar∑
i=1
αi · hqi (qn) , (6)
where αis are the free parameters of the fit, h
q
i represent the distribution of
the kinematic variable q, corresponding to the i-th process, normalised to
the data entries, Npar is the total number of parameters and qn is the n-th
bin for the variable q.
A simultaneous χ2 fit of the Λp invariant mass (mΛp), Λp angular corre-
lation (cos θΛp), Λ momentum (pΛ) and proton momentum (pp) is performed
using the SIMPLEX, MIGRAD and MINOS routines of ROOT [61, 62, 63]
for the minimisation procedure. The result of the fit is shown in Fig. 4.
Black points represent the data, black error bars correspond to the statisti-
cal errors and cyan error bars correspond to the systematic errors obtained
according to the procedure that will be described in Section 6. The gray line
distributions represent the global fitting functions, the coloured distributions
represent the various contributing processes and their widths correspond to
the statistical error. The reduced chi-squared is χ2/dof = 194/206 = 0.94.
For the evaluation of BRs and cross sections of the various processes
the corresponding detection efficiencies, obtained on the basis of the MC
simulations, are used. The larger efficiencies are obtained for the 2NA-QF
and for the 3NA. The efficiency of the 2NA-QF is found to be (2.49 ± 0.02) %
in the Λp channel and (1.24 ± 0.26) % in the Σ0p channel, while those of the
3NA are (1.77 ± 0.01) % and (0.65 ± 0.01) %, respectively. The detection
efficiency is energy dependent and increases with the track momentum, thus
it is higher for the K− 2NA-QF in the Λp channel since the protons are
emitted with a larger mean momentum with respect to the other processes,
as shown in Fig. 4. The obtained efficiencies are lower than 3% due to the
protons selection using the mass by TOF. The measurement of the TOF,
indeed, requires the energy cluster association in the calorimeter for the two
proton tracks, reducing the amount of selected events.
The BR for the process i is defined as
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Figure 4: Λp invariant mass (panel a), Λp angular correlation (panel b), Λ momentum
(panel c) and proton momentum (panel d) distributions are reported for the K− absorption
on 12C listed in the legend. Black points represent the data, black error bars correspond
to the statistical errors, cyan error bars correspond to the systematic errors. The gray line
distributions represent the global fitting functions, the coloured distributions represent the
different contributing processes according to the colour code reported in the legend and
the widths correspond to the statistical error.
BRi =
Nat−resti
NK−stop
, (7)
where Nat−resti represents the absolute number of events for the i absorption
process when the K− is captured at-rest, obtained from the corresponding
contribution to the fit corrected by the detection efficiency; NK−stop is the
number of stopped K− in the DC inner wall for the analysed luminosity which
have been tagged through the detection of a K+, emitted in the opposite
hemisphere of the KLOE detector.
The cross sections are evaluated as
σi =
Nin−flighti
NprojectilesK− · n · L
, (8)
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where Nin−flighti represents the absolute number of events for the i absorption
process when the K− is captured in-flight, obtained from the corresponding
contribution to the fit corrected by the detection efficiency; NprojectilesK− is the
number of K− impinging on the DC inner wall for the analysed luminosity
which have been tagged; n is the density of the interaction centres of the
target material and L is the thickness of the Carbon wall. The obtained BRs
and cross sections are summarised in Table 1. The K− momentum at which
the cross section is measured is evaluated in the centre of mass reference frame
of the absorbing nucleons, thus it differs for the 2NA and 3NA processes.
Table 1: Branching ratios (for the K− absorbed at-rest) and cross sections (for the K−
absorbed in-flight) of the K− multi-nucleon absorption processes. The K− momentum is
evaluated in the centre of mass reference frame of the absorbing nucleons, thus it differs
for the 2NA and 3NA processes. The statistical and systematic errors are also given.
Process Branching Ratio (%) σ (mb) @ pK (MeV/c)
2NA-QF Λp 0.25 ± 0.02 (stat.) +0.01−0.02(syst.) 2.8 ± 0.3 (stat.) +0.1−0.2 (syst.) @ 128 ± 29
2NA-FSI Λp 6.2 ± 1.4(stat.) +0.5−0.6(syst.) 69 ± 15 (stat.) ± 6 (syst.) @ 128 ± 29
2NA-QF Σ0p 0.35 ± 0.09(stat.) +0.13−0.06(syst.) 3.9 ± 1.0 (stat.) +1.4−0.7 (syst.) @ 128 ± 29
2NA-FSI Σ0p 7.2 ± 2.2(stat.) +4.2−5.4(syst.) 80 ± 25 (stat.) +46−60 (syst.) @ 128 ± 29
2NA-CONV Σ/Λ 2.1 ± 1.2(stat.) +0.9−0.5(syst.) -
3NA Λpn 1.4 ± 0.2(stat.) +0.1−0.2(syst.) 15 ± 2 (stat.) ± 2 (syst.) @ 117 ± 23
3NA Σ0pn 3.7 ± 0.4(stat.) +0.2−0.4(syst.) 41 ± 4 (stat.) +2−5 (syst.) @ 117 ± 23
4NA Λpnn 0.13 ± 0.09(stat.) +0.08−0.07(syst.) -
Global Λ(Σ0)p 21 ± 3(stat.) +5−6(syst.) -
6. Systematic errors
The systematic uncertainties for the measurements are obtained by per-
forming variations of each cut applied for the Λp event selection described
in Section 3. The systematic error to the parameter αi introduced by the
variation of the j-th cut is given by:
σjsist.,i = α
j
i − αi , (9)
where αji is the value obtained from the new fit. The total, positive and
negative, systematic errors are obtained summing in quadrature, separately,
the positive and negative systematics.
In Table 2, the standard selection cuts for the kinematic variables which
are found to significantly contribute to the systematic errors are summarised.
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Table 2: Cuts of the optimised Λp event selection that significantly contribute to the
systematic errors. See Fig. 2 for further details about the cuts applied to the mass of the
protons.
Hadronic vertex radial coordinate: 23.8 cm < ρΛp < 26.2 cm
Primary proton mass: 723 MeV/c2 < mp < 1093 MeV/c
2
Proton from the Λ decay mass: 771 MeV/c2 < mp < 1081 MeV/c
2
Primary proton momentum: pp ≥ 270 MeV/c
The ρΛp cut variations are performed in order to select ±15% of events.
For the proton TOF mass cuts we relied on the standard deviation of the
mass distribution fits (±2σ) and the systematic on the proton momentum
cut is evaluated by removing it. Two important additional contributions
to the systematic errors are also considered, related to the assumptions of
the event modelling, namely the ansatz on the equal in-flight/at-rest con-
tribution, which is varied to 40/60% and 60/40%, and the contribution of
the single nucleon absorptions, evaluated performing the fit with additional
pionic contributions.
7. Discussion of the results
7.1. K− multi-nucleon absorption BRs and cross sections
The BRs and cross sections of the 2NA-QF and of the 3NA with the
production of the Λ and the Σ0 in the final state are obtained with a better
precision with respect to the other components, as it is evident from Fig. 4
and Table 1. For these processes the relative error (combined statistical
and systematic) on the measured yields is smaller than 20% except for the
2NA-QF Σ0p.
The fit is not sensitive to the contribution of the 4NA process due to the
overlap with the 3NA over a broad range of the phase space (compare for
example the invariant mass distributions in Fig. 4); moreover the 4NA Λp
production is strongly uncorrelated, similar to FSI or conversion processes
(as evident from the cos θΛp spectra). Consequently, is not possible to pin
down the 4NA with enough accuracy. The 2NA-QF component with the
direct Λp production is clearly disentangled from the other contributions,
especially in the Λp invariant mass distribution. The 3NA can also be well
identified and is measured with unprecedented accuracy for the Λp channel
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at low-energy and for the Σ0p channel [41]. The global branching ratio of the
K− multi-nucleon absorptions in 12C producing Λ(Σ0)p final states, obtained
summing all the BRs of Table 1, is found to be consistent with the bubble
chamber measurements [44].
7.2. K−p coupling to the Λ(1405)
Considering the meson exchange model, the processes K−(pp)→ Λp and
K−(pp)→ Σ0p occur with the exchange of a pi0 (see Ref. [64]) according to
the diagrams shown in Fig. 5.
Figure 5: The tree level (left) and the leading order (right) diagrams of the processes
K−(pp)→ Λp (top) and K−(pp)→ Σ0p (bottom), according to the meson exchange
model.
As a consequence, the ratio of the BRs of the 2NA-QF Λp and the 2NA-
QF Σ0p is directly related to the ratio of BRs of the K−(p)→ Λpi0 and the
K−(p)→ Σ0pi0 processes:
R = BR(K
−(pp)→ Λp)
BR(K−(pp)→ Σ0p) =
BR(K−(p)→ Λpi0)
BR(K−(p)→ Σ0pi0) . (10)
The exchange of a K− meson is also possible [65, 66, 67]. Detailed calculations
dating from the emulsion studies period show that the effect of the latter is a
30% correction to the pion exchange [65]. Nevertheless, the two mechanisms
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add coherently and equation (10) still holds. Given that the Λpi0 and Σ0pi0
production below the K¯N threshold involve the intermediate formation of the
Σ0(1385) and Λ(1405) resonances, the measured ratio gives information on
the complex and debated properties of these resonances.
Using the branching ratios in Table 1 we measure:
R = 0.7± 0.2(stat.)+0.2−0.3(syst.) . (11)
This ratio is to be compared with the ratio R′ between the phase spaces
of the two reactions:
K− + 12C→ K− + (pp) + R→ Λ + p + R (12)
and
K− + 12C→ K− + (pp) + R′ → Σ0 + p + R′ , (13)
which is given by:
R′ =
∑
R ·wR ·
∫ |F(pΛp)|2 · dρΛp∑
R′ ·wR′ ·
∫ |F(pΣ0p)|2 · dρΣ0p = 1.22 . (14)
The sum is performed over residual nuclei combinations considered in the fit,
where wR and wR′ are the relative weights extracted from the fit.
By comparing (14) with (11) we see that the ratio of the pure phase
spaces (R′) is bigger thenR which contains also the dynamical effects besides
the phase spaces. This indicates that the I=0 Λ(1405) production cross
section, contributing to the denominator of R, is dominant with respect to
the I=1 Σ0(1385) production cross section, involved in the numerator of R.
This measurement provides crucial information on the Λ(1405) in medium
properties and on the resonance couplings to the K¯N and Σpi channels.
7.3. Search for a K−pp Bound State
In the following, a contribution of an eventual K−pp bound state to the
measured Λp distributions is investigated. The K−pp bound state formation
in Carbon
K− + 12C→ K−pp + 10Be→ Λ + p + 10Be , (15)
followed by the K−pp decay in Λp, was simulated according to the procedure
described in Section 4, using a Breit-Wigner shape for |T(mΛp)|2.
In order to test the sensitivity of the experimental spectra to an eventual
K−pp signal, the kinematic shapes of the K−(pp) 2NA process are compared
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with bound states simulations, selecting for the bound state values the bind-
ing energies and widths which are claimed in previous experimental findings:
E15 (first run), FINUDA (which exploit K− beams), E27 (pi induced re-
actions), DISTO (p-p collisions) and OBELIX (antiproton annihilation on
4He), listed in Table 3. In the case of OBELIX the upper limit of the bound
state width is used.
Table 3: Experimental BE and Γ of the K−pp bound state measured by the FINUDA,
OBELIX, DISTO, E27 and E15 (first run) experiments.
Experiment BE (MeV) Γ (MeV/c2)
FINUDA [33] 115 +6−5 (stat.)
+3
−4 (syst.) 67
+14
−11 (stat.)
+2
−3 (syst.)
OBELIX [34] 160.9 ± 4.9 < 24.4 ± 8.0
DISTO [36] 103 ± 3 (stat.) ± 5 (syst.) 118 ± 8 (stat.) ± 10 (syst.)
E27 [39] 95 +18−17 (stat.)
+30
−21 (syst.) 162
+87
−45 (stat.)
+66
−78 (syst.)
E15 (first run) [41] 15 +6−8 (stat.) ± 12 (syst.) 110 +19−17 (stat.) ± 27 (syst.)
The calculated Λp invariant mass distributions, corresponding to the pa-
rameters listed in Table 3, are shown in Fig. 6, together with the shapes for
the K−(pp) 2NA absorption process.
The comparative study evidences that, for low-energy K− absorption in
12C, a bound state characterised by the quoted parameters can not be dis-
tinguished from the 2NA.
In order to further test the experimental sensitivity to the width of the
bound state, the same kinematic distributions where calculated for a fixed
binding energy (BE=45 MeV) and various widths (Γ = 5, 15, 30, 50 and 90
MeV/c2). The invariant mass shapes are shown in Fig. 7. It emerges that
a bound state signal could be disentangled by the 2NA only for extremely
narrow states (Γ < 15 MeV/c2), excluded by theoretical predictions [4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. The same result is obtained also for other choices
of the BE.
From Table 1, the total branching ratio of the 2NA process decaying into
Λp (QF and with FSIs) is:
BR(K−2NA→ Λp) = (6.5± 1.2(stat.)+0.5−0.6(syst.))% , (16)
and it contains the K−pp contribution, if such a state exists.
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Figure 6: Calculated invariant mass distributions of the Λp pairs from the K−pp bound
state decay, produced in K− absorption on 12C. The line shape of the 2NA (gray line) is
shown for comparison together with the shapes obtained for the simulation of a bound
state having binding energy and width selected according to the measurements of E15 first
run (blue line), FINUDA (red line), DISTO (magenta line), E27 (green line) and OBELIX
(cyan line). The areas of the distributions are normalised to unity.
7.4. Comparison with the FINUDA result
It is interesting to compare our Λp invariant mass spectrum with the one
measured by FINUDA [33], which is interpreted as a K−pp bound state decay.
The target used in Ref. [33] is a mixture of 12C, 6Li and 7Li, in the following
proportions: 51 %, 35 % and 14 % respectively. In Ref. [42] is, however,
demonstrated that the 12C component dominates. This is motivated by the
larger amount of protons, the higher probability of the FSI in the bigger
nucleus and by the larger overlap with the K− wave function. In order to
perform a direct comparison we included in our selection the same angular
distribution cut which was performed in Ref. [33] to pin down the back-to-
back Λp production, which is argued in Ref. [33] to be directly correlated to
the K−pp bound state production:
cos θΛp < −0.8 . (17)
The obtained Λp invariant mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 8.
The shape of the Λp invariant mass spectrum in Fig. 8 is compatible with
the corresponding spectrum reported by the FINUDA collaboration in Fig.
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Figure 7: Calculated Λp invariant mass distributions for the process
K− + 12C→ K−pp + 10Be→ Λ + p + 10Be, for a bound state having BE = 45
MeV and Γ = 5, 15, 30, 50 and 90 MeV/c2 (yellow, magenta, red, green and blue curves
respectively). The gray curve is the shape of the 2NA-QF. The areas of the distributions
are normalised to unity.
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Figure 8: The experimental Λp invariant mass spectrum obtained selecting back-to-back
Λp events (cos θΛp < −0.8), in analogy with the data analysis performed by FINUDA in
Ref [33].
3 of Ref. [33]. Performing the simultaneous fit of the Λp invariant mass, the
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Table 4: The branching ratios of K− multi-nucleon absorptions for a back-to-back (a la
FINUDA) selection of Λ and p are reported together with the statistical and systematic
errors.
Process Branching Ratio (%)
2NA-QF Λp 0.20 ± 0.04(stat.) ± 0.02(syst.)
2NA-FSI Λp 3.8 ± 2.3(stat.) ± 1.1(syst.)
2NA-QF Σ0p 0.54 ± 0.20(stat.) +0.20−0.16(syst.)
2NA-FSI Σ0p 5.4 ± 1.5(stat.) +1.0−2.7(syst.)
2NA-CONV Σ/Λ 22 ± 4(stat.) +1−12(syst.)
3NA Λpn 1.1 ± 0.3(stat.) ± 0.2(syst.)
3NA Σ0pn 1.9 ± 0.7(stat.) +0.8−0.4(syst.)
Λp angular correlation, the Λ and the proton momenta, in complete analogy
with the procedure described for the fit of our complete selected Λp data
sample, a reduced χ2 of χ2/ndf = 123/130 = 0.94 is obtained. The result
of the fit is shown in detail for the invariant mass and proton momentum
components in Fig. 9.
Figure 9: Λp invariant mass (panel a) and proton momentum (panel b) spectra. Black
points represent the data, black error bars correspond to the statistical errors, cyan error
bars correspond to the systematic errors. The gray line distributions represent the global
fitting functions. The color legend for the different contributing processes is shown in the
figure.
The BRs per stopped K− of the various contributing processes are again
evaluated using the parameters obtained from the fit of the back-to-back Λp
events and are presented in Table 4. The BRs are compatible with those
obtained from the fit of the full selected data sample reported in Table 1, in
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both cases the measured distributions can be well explained in terms of K−
multi-nucleon absorption processes. The fit to the back-to-back Λp sample
is not sensitive to the contribution of the Σ/Λ conversion process which is
the most critically affected by the additional phase space cut as evidenced
by the big systematic error.
Concluding, even imposing the back-to-back angular selection to pin down
a highly correlated Λp production, the spectrum can be completely explained
in terms of K− multi-nucleon absorption processes, without the need of a
K−pp component, whose partial contribution, if any, is contained in the
2NA process.
8. Summary
In this work the correlated Λp pairs production from low-energy K−
12C absorption was investigated, taking advantage of the negatively charged
kaons produced by φs decaying at-rest at the DAΦNE collider. A sample of
almost pure K− 12C interactions is obtained by selecting the K− captures in
the inner wall of the KLOE drift chamber, which is used as an active tar-
get. The key selection criterion which characterises the Λp correlated pairs
production search, followed in this work, is represented by the measurement
of the mass by time of flight for both the involved protons. One proton is
originated in the Λ→ ppi− decay, one is produced at the K− multi-nucleon
absorption. At the price of a reduced statistics this selection returns an
extremely clean data sample. The acceptance cut which results from the
protons detection in the calorimeter (necessary for the time of flight mea-
surement) suppresses the K− single nucleon absorption (1NA) contributions.
The calorimeter momentum threshold (p > 240 MeV/c) is indeed higher
than the typical momentum of protons emerging from pionic productions.
The residual 1NA contamination, surviving the selection cuts, is considered
as a contribution to the systematic errors.
BRs and cross sections of the K− multi-nucleon absorptions on two, three
and four nucleons (2NA, 3NA and 4NA) were obtained by means of a simul-
taneous fit of the Λp invariant mass, Λp angular correlation, Λ and proton
momenta to the simulated distributions for both direct Λ production and
Σ0 production followed by Σ0 → Λγ decay. The K− nuclear capture was
calculated for both at-rest and in-flight interactions. In the first case the
absorption from atomic 2p state is assumed. Fragmentations of the resid-
ual nucleus following the hadronic interaction were also considered. For the
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2NA the important contributions of both final state interactions (FSI) of
the Λ and the proton were taken into account, as well as the conversion
of primary produced sigma particles (ΣN→ ΛN′); this allows to disentan-
gle the quasi-free (QF) production. The global branching ratio for the K−
multi-nucleon absorption in 12C (with Λ(Σ0)p final states) is found to be
compatible with bubble chamber results. The measured BRs and low-energy
cross sections of the distinct K− 2NA, 3NA and 4NA will be useful for the im-
provement of microscopical models of the K−NN absorption and for future
generalisation to K− absorption reaction calculations involving even more
than two nucleons.
The Λp direct production in 2NA-QF is phase space favoured with respect
to the corresponding Σ0p final state, the ratio between the final state phase
spaces for the two processes is R′ ' 1.22. The measured ratio for the BRs of
the two processes is instead R = 0.7± 0.2(stat.)+0.2−0.3(syst.), indicating that
the Σ0p production dominates over Λp production. This can be interpreted
as a consequence of the bigger Λ(1405) production cross section (contributing
to the Σ0p channel) with respect to the Σ0(1385) production cross section
(involved in the Λp channel). From R and R′ important information can be
extracted on the K¯N dynamics below threshold.
The last part of this work is devoted to the search for K−pp bound state
contribution to the measured Λp production. The simulated distributions
were obtained in agreement with the multi-nucleon K− capture calculation
assuming a Breit-Wigner distribution for the bound state formation transi-
tion amplitude. The 2NA-QF is found to completely overlap with the K−pp,
except for small values of the bound state width of the order of 15 MeV/c2
or less. A further selection of back-to-back Λp production was performed
by selecting cos θΛp < −0.8 in order to make a direct comparison with the
corresponding FINUDA measurement. The shape of the invariant mass dis-
tribution is perfectly compatible with the shape presented in Ref. [33]. By
repeating the fitting procedure the spectra result to be completely described
in terms of K− multi-nucleon absorption processes, the BRs are compatible
with those obtained from the fit of the full data sample, with no need of
a K−pp component, whose partial contribution, if any, is contained in the
2NA.
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